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ABSTRACT
In this article we describe a framework that we have developed for
testing multi-agent systems written in the Jason agent program-
ming language, using the testing technique known as property-
based testing, a form of randomised automatic model-based testing.
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1 RELATEDWORK
The testing of aspects of multi-agent system (MAS) has received
substantial attention in the past; for a thorough survey see [5].
Many of the works on testing multi-agent systems focus on unit
testing. An example is [7], where a model-based approach is used
to test basic units such as events, plans and beliefs. Another body
of works, such as [4], test agents goals as the smallest testable units
in MAS. In [6], a model-based oracle generation method for unit
testing belief-desire-intention agents is discussed.

2 PROPERTY-BASED TESTING
Property-based testing (PBT) [3] is a testing methodology which
focuses on generating, automatically, test cases from a more ab-
stract description of the behaviour of the system under test (the
property). That is, property-based testing can be considered a form
of model-based testing. In this article the testing tool used is Quviq
QuickCheck (henceforth simply QuickCheck), which uses the Er-
lang programming language [1] to specify models of behaviour.

The basic functionality of QuickCheck is rather simple: to check
e.g. a Java method without side effects we specify generators for
the method arguments. A generator is capable of generating an
infinite number of values of some data type, according to a proba-
bility distribution. Given generators of method parameters, the test
property examines the result of applying the method-under-test to
the generated argument, and judges if the result value (or launched
exception) is correct given the input parameters. Thus, given a set
of generators for input data, and a test property, QuickCheck gen-
erates a random instantiation of the variables, executes the method
under test, and checks that the resulting boolean property is true.
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For checking reactive code, e.g., a multi-agent system, a test case
is not a simple call to a method, but rather a sequence of method
calls (or in the case of multi-agent systems, communications, belief
updates, etc). To generate such test cases, and to judge whether the
execution of a test case is correct, QuickCheck provides a library
which codes generators as state machines, and reuses the same
state machine for judging the correctness of an execution.

Normally QuickCheck computes test cases before testing begins.
However, for testing non-deterministic software (e.g., most multi-
agent systems) this can lead to generating of a large number of “un-
interesting” test cases. Instead, for checking such non-deterministic
software, QuickCheck can interleave the generation of a test case
with its execution, such that after a test case command is derived,
the command is executed, and the next state of the state machine
is computed using the actual result of executing the command.

3 TESTING A MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM
Our approach is to replace a subset of the agents in the multi-
agent system with a QuickCheck state machine. The QuickCheck
state machine plays the role of these agents, interacting with the
remaining real agents by sending messages and modifying the
environment, and judging whether these remaining real agents
are correctly implemented by examining the messages sent to any
replaced agent, and the belief perceptions that they receive.

3.1 Example: a domestic beer serving robot
Our approach to testing multi-agent systems will be illustrated
by focusing on the “domestic robot” multi-agent system, which is
present in the the Jason distribution, and is also explained in [2].
Basically, a domestic robot continuously serves beer to an owner.
To serve a beer a robot should go to the fridge, take out a bottle
of beer, and bring it back to the owner. However, the fridge may
run out of beer, and thus the robot should remember to restock
it by interacting with a “supermarket”. Moreover, the robot agent
protects the owner from getting too drunk: if the number of beers
handed over to the owner exceeds some limit during a day, no more
beers should be provided to the owner.

This is a simple multi-agent system, comprised of just three
agents: the owner, the robot, and the supermarket agents. However,
the code implementing the multi-agent system environment should
also be considered part of the system. The environment implements
a number of environmental actions, including the owner sipping
from a beer (bottle): “sip(beer)” and the robot handing a new beer
to the owner: “hand_in(beer)”. Other environmental actions include
opening and closing the fridge, and so on. In total the environmental
handling code comprises around 230 lines of Java code, while the
code for the agents comprises around 140 lines of Jason code.
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Which agents should be modelled by a QuickCheck state machine?
The obvious choice is to replace the owner agent by a QuickCheck
state machine. This entails testing that the combination of the robot
agent, and the supermarket, provides a correct service to the owner.
For example, that beers are eventually provided to an owner which
asks for them, unless the owner has already received too many.

4 EXPERIMENTS
As an experiment we tested both the original Jason code for the
robot and a second, more dynamic, variant.

Checking the original code. The first state machine for the do-
mestic robot example has a single extended state owner (NumSips,
NumHandedIn). The NumSips parameter details how many sips
remain until all beers have been consumed, while NumHandedIn
counts the number of beers that have been handed in to the owner
during the present day. An example transition is the following one:

sip(beer ) when NumSips = 0 =⇒

obs = −!envAction(sip(beer )) ⊃

next-state = owner (NumSips,NumHandedIn)

The meaning of the transition is as follows. For a transition to be ex-
ecuted by the state machine the condition predicate (NumSips = 0)
has to hold in the current state. When the transition is executed the
corresponding action sip(beer ) is issued, and the observable results
obs (i.e., the communications sent to the agents represented by the
state machine, and the new beliefs, etc) are collected. The transition
is deemed correct if exactly −!envAction(sip(beer )) was observed,
and otherwise testing fails. For this transition the state does not
change. This captures the intuition that, if the owner attempts to sip
a beer when there is no beer left, the observable observation should
be the negative achievement action event envAction(sip(beer )).

Testing using QuickCheck revealed two errors in the code: (i)
when the owner had already asked for a beer, and asked for more
beers, the number of sips left was incorrectly calculated; the con-
sequence was that the environmental action “sip(beer)” failed too
soon. Note that this is an error not in a Jason agent itself, but rather
in the environmental Java code; (ii) the robot agent permitted the
owner to ask for one additional beer when the limit was already
reached, due to using the ’>’ operator instead of ’≥’.

Checking a more dynamic domestic robot. The domestic robot
example considered so far is admittedly quite unrealistic as a model
of a MAS as the principal agents tested, the robot and the fridge,
act deterministically. To experiment with a more realistic MAS we
developed a more “caring” robot which asks, non-deterministically,
the owner whether he/she is well. The robot then refrains from pro-
viding beers to the owner until the owner gives a positive answer.
To test this new behaviour (the original state machine quickly sig-
nals an error) we (i) modify all transitions to accept asynchronous
queries by the robot, checkpointing the existing testing state, and
(ii) include a new transition which replies to a robot query, and then
recovers the existing testing state. With these changes the resulting
state machine finds no errors in the modified domestic robot exam-
ple. A second change to introduce more non-determinism is to let
the robot decide unilaterally to modify the limit of the number of
beers permitted per day; such behaviour can easily be handled in
our testing framework through belief inspection.

5 FRAMEWORK DESIGN
The central function of the library is to permit the QuickCheck
state machine, which runs in an Erlang runtime system, to act as a
subset of Jason agents aд1, . . . ,aдn ; we say that the state machine
handles an agent aдi . This entails that the state machine must, on
behalf of each handled agent aдi , be able to communicate with
other Jason agents, and to issue environmental actions. Moreover,
the QuickCheck state machine has to be informed of any observable
event that occurs in any Jason agent aдi it handles.

To accomplish this, each agent handled by the state machine is
instantiated as a generic agent from the Jason agent code proxy.
Such a proxy agent receives events from the MAS, and simply
forwards them to the state machine (the state machines keeps an
ordered queue of events per simulated agent) using the new internal
action fromProxy. The queues of simulated agents are read by the
QuickCheck state machine after invoking an action, to determine
what the observable results of invoking the action are. If the state
machine wishes to communicate with another agent on behalf of
one of its simulated agents, or update the environment, it forwards
a request to the Jason agent proxy, which realises it.

Handling Asynchronous Results. So far we have assumed that the
observable results of actions by the state machine (new beliefs, etc)
can be deterministically returned to the state machine. Unfortu-
nately this is very unrealistic: the library simply cannot know how
long to wait for an observable event which was caused by an action
by a handled agent; maybe the MAS is simply very slow.

To handle such situations the following strategy is used: if the
action is expected to cause observable results, the QuickCheck state
machine tries to read, from the queue of the invoking agent, at least
as many observable events as are expected. A timer is set, which
releases after a relatively long interval, if enough observable events
are not received (leading the state machine to signal a testing error).
If, on the other hand, no observable event is expected as a result of
invoking the action, the state machine only waits a short interval of
time. If, contrary to expectations, an observable action is received, a
testing error is signalled. Waiting only a short interval risks missing
late erroneous observable results. However, this is not catastrophic
in the sense that such observable results will be reported instead
for the next action by the state machine, which likely does not
expect them either (and will thus signal a testing error, which will
be misreported to have been caused by a later action). In a sense
this is unavoidable: due to the autonomous nature of agents we
cannot be sure to always identify errors precisely unless we wait
indefinitely (or a very long time), and this is contrary to the idea of
property testing where we aim to run a large number of tests.

The library provides a number of additional functionalities such
as the possibility to inspect the belief base of agents. This facility is
useful in situations when agents do not announce decisions publicly,
but rather record decisions in their belief base.

The resulting library, excluding QuickCheck, will be released as
open source.
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